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ABSTRACT 
	  

Small and Medium Enterprises create opportunity for individuals as well as the 

country economy through creating job opportunities. SMEs performance has been 

still a debate among practioners and researchers on what factors influence SMEs 

performance. As to such situation, there is little data thus, this study aimed at 

examining the factors influence SMEs performance in Tanzania specifically at 

Kinondoni Municipal Council in Dar es Salam region. The specific objectives of the 

study were to assess the influence of entrepreneurs characteristics on SMEs 

performance; secondly, to determine the influence of SMEs characteristics on SMEs 

performance; lastly, to identify the relationship that exists between management 

experience and SMEs performance. The study used survey research design. Data 

were collected questionnaires and documentary review. The sample size of the study 

was 50 SMEs owners was included in this study through convenience sampling 

technique. .   

The findings revealed that some of the factors like willingness to take risks, ability to 

overcome setbacks and ability to adopt business strategies have a positive significant 

on SMEs performance. However, the regression analysis also indicates the negative 

significant influence of management experience on SMEs performance. The study 

recommended that entrepreneurs should be motivated to enhance their 

entrepreneurship spirit which should start at a premature stage but also the 

government should start offering basic business and financial management skills as 

this will enable the SMEs owners to make informed investment decisions 
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CHAPTER ONE 
	  

INTRODUCTION 
	  

1.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides the study background information about the study, problem 

statement, objectives of the study (general and specific objectives), research questions 

and rationale/significance of the study, scope and delimitations as well as limitations 

of the study. 

1.2 Background of the study 

Globally over years the industrialization growth has been depending on the growth of 

Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Countries like United State of America, 

China and United Kingdom their economies traced with the development and growth 

of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

has been played both social and political development. Thus, worldwide Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMEs) has been recognized as an effective instruments for 

generating employment opportunities which lead to generate income for individuals 

as well as to the country as whole (Kauffmann, 2006). 

Eventually, more than 95% of the enterprises globally are categorized as Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMEs) which make a total employment  opportunities for those 

who works in SMEs about 50% (Jasra, et al, 2011). This indicate the value that 

SMEs contributing at large to individuals and well portion GDP for economic 

development as recognized in many countries like China. Further, Hatega (2007) 

reveals that SMEs creates opportunities for employment opportunities and provide 

reasonably price of goods and service as well as generate income to a large number 

of people. For instance, about 99 percent of all business in European countries 

generated approximately 85 percent new jobs because of the SMEs (Hatega, 2007). 

This justify the crucial benefits of SMEs in promoting and enhancing economic 

growth and development and growth. 
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Consecutively, developing countries like Africa countries including Tanzania is not 

far away in recognizing the role of SMEs to both individuals and to the nation. 

According to Hatega (2007) about 95 percent of all firms are SMEs in Sub-Saharan 

Africa. Regarding the above information, the role of SMEs cannot be overestimated 

in order to ensure the increase of employments opportunities and income of both 

individual and nation in developing countries. As asserted by Scarborough & 

Zimmerer (2008), SMEs in developing countries act as the driving forces of poverty 

reduction job creations and economic growth which enhance industrialization to be 

attained. The same view recommended by Subhan et al (2013) that, present of SMEs 

in developing countries has been facilitating social integration and innovations which 

has been the driving force for poverty reductions and creation of employment 

opportunities through amplifying production as well as promoting social and 

economic development.  

 

The emergence of free market economy in Tanzania after reforms in 1986 leads to 

the rise of SMEs (Massawe, 2003). From there the contributions of SMEs has been 

increasing but also SMEs generally has been acknowledge as among the driver force 

of economic growth and development but also job creations contributors. The same 

assertion nailed out by Wangwe (1999) the SMEs is becoming enabler of 

employment opportunities and leads to income generations among citizens. On the 

other hand, Nkonoki (2010), found out that about 20 percent of labour force are 

engaged in SMEs business which signify the important of SMEs to Tanzania 

economy. In additional URT (2002) recognize of the role of SMEs in employment 

and income generation. SMEs contribute to income generation through innovation 

and technology but also it accommodate the large number of people because it does 

not require a large amount of capital for their establishment to easy establishment. 

Thus, about third of GDP in Tanzania comes from SMEs revenues. 
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Knowing the importance of SMEs the government of Tanzania enacted various 

regulations and policies such as Tanzania SMEs policy of 2002, National 

Microfinance Policy of 2092 and others aiming to create conducive environment for 

SMEs to conducting their business. All this interventions supports the improvement 

of the SMEs sector, in order to boost economic growth of the national at large and 

business in the informal sector where the majority can be employed (Massawe, 

2003). 

According to Man (2008) measuring Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

performance should consider three indicators such as growth, efficiency and profit. 

However, studies shows that both qualitative and quantitative indicators of SMEs 

performance have limitations and it is recommended to be interchangeably overtime 

depending on the situations (Man, 2008; Sanchez, 2011; and Yanney, 2014). Again, 

Man, (2008) state that quantitative measurement depend on profit, sales and so forth 

that are needed to identify the success of SMEs in a given period of time while 

qualitative measurement depend on business knowledge and experience as well as 

the ability to offer quality service and products. 

Furthermore, Samad and Ali (2013) states that SMEs performance are usually 

affected by various factors such as SMEs entrepreneurs characteristics, access to 

finance as well as SMEs characteristics. According to a study done by Shinozaki, 

(2012) found that credit access on SMEs has positive impacts on their performance. 

Similarly, Fatoki (2011) reveals that the size of SMEs influence their access to 

finance for investment which further contributes to the firm’s growth. Thus, Dalberg 

(2011) on his study indicates that SMEs benefits more when grow in terms of 

finance, their size but also increase in number of employees over period of time. 

However despite the crucial role play by SMEs, studies shows that SMEs has been 

facing a lot of challenges which limit their effective performance. According to 

Hatega (2007) poor management and infrastructure as well as entrepreneurs absence 

sufficient resources contribute SMEs to fails in Tanzania like other developing 

countries. Arinaitwe (2002) agree that in developing countries SMEs has shown the 

higher rate of failure than in the developed world.  
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In Tanzania, SME is growing fast in Tanzania however the main challenge has been 

on the nature of employment itself in this sub-sector. “In all developing countries, 

self-employment comprises a greater share of informal employment than wage 

employment and specifically, self-employment represents 70% of informal 

employment in Sub-Saharan Africa” (Becker, 2004). The Government has expressed 

its aspirations through designing and implementing a number of policies and 

programs to support the development of SMEs. Examples of policy development 

includes the Tanzania Development vision 2025, The Sustainable Industrial 

Development Policy-SIDP, 1996, National Microfinance policy (2000) Mineral 

Policies (1997) and the National Economic Empowerment Policy of 2004 which all 

together supports the improvement SMEs to boost economic growth of the national 

at large and business in the informal sector where the majority can be employed. 

 

Moreover, World Bank report, (2006) indicates that, despite the statistics and 

measures that have been undertaken to improve SMEs performance, SMEs in 

Tanzania has been operating in a short period of time due to various challenges like 

limited access to finance, poor management and infrastructure, and well and absence 

of managerial skills among many more. From the above discussion the researcher 

consider that it is necessary then to conduct the study on the factors affecting SMEs 

performance in Tanzania, specifically in Kinondoni Municipal which have major 

implications in Tanzania for the development of SMEs.  

1.2 Statement of the problem  

Despite their crucial role and significance to individual and nation in general, recent 

studies show that SMEs are facing many challenges which hinder their performance 

as among them collapse their business (Subhan et al., 2013). Ganbold (2008) argued 

that limited resources and inadequate education on business matters has been making 

SMEs be managed in non-professional which facilitated insufficient use of the 

factors of production sufficiently. Moreover studies done by Cassar (2004); Barbosa 

and Moraes (2004) indicates that managerial experience and access to finance, cost 

of productions as well as information technology affect SMEs performance. In 

additional Beck (2007) noted that social factors, technology and contractual affect 

the performance of SMEs. 
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The above discussion tells that various research studies have been conducted on the 

factors influence SMEs performance different areas. However, this studies conducted 

in different context with different respondent’s characteristics which may not 

conclude to all Tanzania context specifically to Kinondoni Municipality. From these 

literature evidences, this study strive to examine the factors influence SMEs 

performance in Tanzania more specifically in Kinondoni Municipality. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the study 

1.3.1 General Objective 

The general objective of this study was to examine factors affecting the performance 

of SMEs in Tanzania; the case study of Kinondoni Municipal Council. 
 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

i. To assess the influence of entrepreneurs characteristics on SMEs performance 

ii. To determine the influence of SMEs characteristics on SMEs performance  

iii. To identify the influence of management experience on SMEs performance 

1.4 Research Questions 

i. To what extent entrepreneur’s characteristics affect SMEs performance? 

ii. To what extent SMEs characteristics affect SMEs performance? 

iii. To what extent management experience affect SMEs performance? 

1.5 Significance of the study  

The study findings provide huge benefit both side as the government and the 

industries in terms of the appreciation of factors affecting SMEs performance which 

have been overlooked which contribute to knowledge and enhance practices in the 

management of SMEs in Tanzania. Further, the study is appropriate to the 

government n general for the purpose of policy formulation that will create a suitable 

and conducive environment for the SMEs to increase business growth and the 

consequent social standard improvement. 
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Moreover, the findings of this study assist the Kinondoni Municipality when 

formulating policies and planning different mechanism so as to assist them to solve 

SMEs challenges  so as to increase the number of SMEs operating in the Municipal 

which result in rising its revenues. But also this study acts as the future reference to 

other researchers and other groups like institutions and students who would get the 

findings useful in their investigation in the area of study. 

In addition the findings of this study act as the kit both industrialists and the 

government with the weakness and strengths various strategies/incentives and 

practices in the management of SMEs. As the result this make it easier for both 

SMEs (industries) and the government to combine the best management practices 

with suitable mix of incentives and policies to achieve the objectives set for SMEs in 

Tanzania. 
 

1.6 Scope of the study  

The study focused on the factors affecting the performance of SMEs in Tanzania 

specifically at Kinondoni Municipality. The study aimed to establish the existence 

factors that affect the performance of SME performance. The study adopted 

Kinondoni Municipality as its area of concentration, because it was among the 

municipal in Dar region which has a larger number of SMEs as opposed to other 

municipal in the region.  
 

Moreover the effort made by the municipal, SMEs owners and the government in 

general at the municipal to improve SMEs performance is a key driver of income 

generation has influence the researcher towards adopting it as a case study. Further to 

make the study understandable and researchable, a sample of 100 SMEs owners was 

surveyed for their business experience, conditions, constraints and expectations. 

 
1.7 Delimitations of the study  

The current study absorbed only on factors affecting SMEs performance and was 

limited at Kinondoni Municipality. It should be noted that only SMEs owners in 

Kinondoni Municipality was involved in this study.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
	  

LITERATURE REVIEW 
	  

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter reviews literature relevant to the study on what has been done on the 

subject of SMEs. The themes covered in this chapter include theoretical framework 

and empirical literature reviews on the study problem.  

2.2 Theoretical literature review 

2.2.1 Conceptual definitions  

The concept and definition of Small and Medium Enterprise (SMEs) is dynamic in 

character and it varies with time as well as among institutions and countries. Thus, 

there is no single and universal accepted definition of Small and Medium Enterprise 

(SMEs), however the definition depends on number of employees and sometimes 

revenues can be used to define it. 

2.1.1.1 Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

According to Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 

(2000) Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are defined as firm which is 

independents and employ less than a given number of employees”. In Tanzania, 

according to SMEs development Policy Tanzania (2002), “the SMEs terms is used to 

mean Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises which covers various sectorial activities 

such as mining, manufacturing, commerce and service”. 

2.1.1.2 Performance 
According to Lebans & Euske, (2006) defined the term performance as information 

which shows the indicators on the degree of success/achievement on financial and 

non-financial objectives.  

2.2.2 Categories of SMEs in Tanzania 

As per Tanzania SME Policy, (2002) the classifications of SMEs in Tanzania setting 

differs relying upon the quantity of representatives the firm works. For example for 

ME connect up to four individuals and generally are relatives or drawing in capital 

measuring up to fifty million Tanzania shillings.  
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Little Enterprises are routinely formalized and drawing in among five to forty nine 

representatives or with capital speculation from Tshs five million to Tshs two 

hundred million. What's more, for Medium Enterprises utilize somewhere in the 

range of fifty and ninety nine individuals or utilize capital venture from 200 million 

TZS to 800 million TZS" Table 2.1 show the classifications of SMEs in Tanzania.	  

Table 2. 1: Categories of SMEs in Tanzania 
Categories  Number of employees  Capital Investment in Machinery (Tsh) 
Micro Enterprises  1-4 Up to 5 mil 
Small Enterprises 2-49 Above 5 mil to 200 mil 
Medium Enterprises 50-99 Above 200 mil to 800 mil 
Large Enterprises 100+ Above 800 mil 

Source: SMEs Policy of Tanzania, (2002)  
 

2.2.3 Overview of SMEs in Tanzania 

SMEs represent the larger part of firms in creating nations and have a huge offer of 

work, they are work escalated, they are less effective and pay low pay rates and 

incidental advantages when contrasted with huge firms and they need employer 

stability due to their high death rates. Most exercises described as SMEs are little, 

lion's share of them work in country zones, they are possessed and worked by ladies 

and they have a tendency to be packed in a generally restricted scope of exercises, 

for example, weaving, dressmaking, retail exchanging and so forth and they are more 

probable than those headed by male to work from home (Kiggundu, 2002).  
 

In Tanzania, it is assessed that 2.75 million MSMEs proprietors claim and oversee 

around 3 million MSMEs likewise the area is evaluated to contribute TZS 6.9 

Trillion or around 27% of the nation GDP. SME division has been perceived as a 

huge area in salary age, business creation and destitution lightening and as a base for 

modern advancement.  
 

According to Mungaya et al (2012) the government of Tanzania has taken various 

methods to advance business development of private divisions and SMEs. For 

example, advancement of SME strategy of 2003 has clarified various activities taken 

to enhance the SMEs part; making of favorable lawful condition, credit 

administrations, change of foundation, arrangement of business preparing and.  
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In spite of the fact that the SME area is imperative to the financial improvement of 

Tanzania, contemplates have uncovered that it is to a great extent casual and 

particularly failing to meet expectations because of a huge number of requirements 

confronting it (Masheshene and Rumanyika, 2014) 

 

2.2.4 The Importance of SMEs 

At the point when SMEs participate in the market they assume a critical part in the 

activity of market instrument (Kim, 2006). SMEs can react to changes in utilization 

inclines in the market on the off chance that they are adaptable and inventive, thus 

reinforcing national intensity and encouraging future financial development. SMEs 

can likewise upgrade social soundness. SMEs represent more than 87% of the 

aggregate business (Rothwell, 2009).  
 

Moreover, SMEs mitigate the fixation toward huge endeavors inside the monetary 

structure. SMEs ease disparity among locales because of the way that a large portion 

of them are provincially scattered. As per Rothwell (2009), "the reason that 

numerous SMEs display solid capacities with respect to development is because of 

the adaptable administrative structures that these organizations receive". As per 

Freeman (2002), “advancement comes from the capacity of a firm to lead exercises 

that will take a thought from its origination, through to the improvement of an item 

and benefit and onto status for the commercial center”.  

 

As indicated by OECD report (2017a. p. 5) “SMEs are enter players in the economy 

and the more extensive eco-arrangement of firms”. Empowering them to adjust and 

flourish in a more open condition and take an interest all the more effectively in the 

advanced change is basic for boosting financial development and conveying a more 

comprehensive globalization. “Crosswise over nations from various levels of 

improvement, SMEs have an essential part to encourage accomplishment of 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), however advancing comprehensive and 

practical financial development, conventional work for all, giving business, 

advancing feasible industrialization and cultivating advancement, and decreasing pay 

disparities” (OECD report, 2017a. p. 9).  
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Also, SMEs adds to the radical development of monetary development through 

abusing new innovation and work outside of dominants ideal models and in addition 

business openings that have been ignored by empowering the commercialization of 

learning that would somehow or another stay uncommercialised in colleges and 

research associations (OECD, 2016a). Likewise SMEs encourage esteem creation by 

embracing advancement produced somewhere else, and receive it to assortments of 

settings through incremental changes, and by providing new and specialty items or 

administrations which react to different client needs.  

 

On alternate hands OECD (2009, p.34) shows that “SMEs make openings for work 

crosswise over geographic zones and areas, utilizing wide portions of the work drive, 

including low-gifted laborers, and giving chances to abilities advancement”. They 

likewise help bolster their workers' entrance to medicinal services and social 

administrations. SMEs that produce employments and esteem included are along 

these lines an essential channel for incorporation and destitution lessening, 

particularly yet not only in developing and low-salary economies. “In such manner, 

overhauling profitability in substantial populace of private companies, incorporating 

into customary sections and the casual economy, can enable governments to 

accomplish both monetary development and social consideration goals, including 

getting away from low efficiency traps and enhancing the nature of employments for 

low-gifted specialists” (OECD, 2009, p.34) 

Private ventures can likewise go about as a valuable instrument to address societal 

needs through the arrangement of open merchandise and enterprises. This is the 

situation of social ventures, which convey inventive answers for the issues of 

neediness, social prohibition and joblessness, and fill holes when all is said in done 

intrigue benefit conveyance 

2.2.5 Theories governing the study 

This section reviews the theoretical literature related to the study and develops the 

study’s theoretical framework on assessing factors affection SMEs performance. This 

study was underpinned by the following theories; 
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2.2.5.1 Resource-Based View (RBV) 

Initially Resource-Based Theory was developed in the field of human resource that 

there is considerably overlap between entrepreneurship and SMEs management 

under the underlying distinctive and domains. Resource Based Theory nowadays are 

becoming one among the mostly used theory in the field of management. According 

to Runyan et al (2006) suggested that the application of Resource Based Theory on 

entrepreneurship generate firm competitive advantages from the unique use of firm 

resource. Further, Resource Based Theory are basic emphasize the sustainable use of 

firm resources both tangible and intangible resource.  

According to Spender and Groen, “Resource Based Theory study a firm’s internal 

strengths and weaknesses rests on two fundamental assumptions. First, this work 

assumes that firms can be thought of as bundles of productive resources and that 

different firm possesses different bundles of these resources. This is the assumption 

of firm resource heterogeneity. Second, this approach assumes that some of these 

resources are either very costly to copy or inelastic in supply. This is the assumption 

of resource immobility. The most salient characteristic of the RBV is focus in the 

internal forces of firm”.  

Moreover, from a Resource Based View perspective resource can drive firm to gain 

performance through the ability of creating and utilizing of resource that further 

generate Return on Investment (ROI) and sustainable competitive advantages (Killen 

et al 2012). Resource Based Theory (Killen et al., 2012). Additionally, RBV 

emphasize that firm capabilities and resource are not the same, thus through the 

utilization of this resources the performance of SMEs vary from one another. 

Kraaijenbrink et al (2010) argued that “if a firm is to achieve a state of sustained 

competitive advantage, it must acquire and control valuable, rare, inimitable, and 

non-substitutable (VRIN) resources and capabilities”.  
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Asset based scholars battle that the benefits and assets claimed by organizations may 

clarify the distinctions in execution. Assets might be substantial or elusive and are 

saddled into qualities and shortcomings by organizations and in this manner prompt 

upper hand. Fletschner and Kenney (2011) noticed that the asset based view looks to 

cross over any barrier between the speculations of inward ability of the firm on one 

hand and outside aggressive techniques on the other. It regards associations as 

potential makers of esteemed capacities and proposes that the benefits and assets of 

the firm must be seen from an information based point of view (Cole, Sampson and 

Zia, 2009). Assets are either property-based or learning based (Wiklund and 

Shepherd, 2004). In this regard, property-based assets are tradable and non-particular 

to the firm while learning based assets are the manners by which firms join and 

change unmistakable information assets.  

Along these lines, learning based assets might be imperative in giving practical upper 

hand (Croson and Gneezy, 2008). Age and instruction are two regular wellsprings of 

information based assets, which impact access to credit (Cutura, 2007). Other, 

wellsprings of information based assets that can possibly impact access to credit 

incorporate privately-run company history, entrepreneurial experience, industry 

particular know-how, preparing and social capital (Lore, 2007). This hypothesis 

examined the impact of openness to stores on business linkages amongst SMEs and 

cell phone organizations 

Indeebly, Resource Based Theory availability of resources in an organization 

neutralize the firm performance. Thus, the application of this theory in this study is 

that under the competitive business market nowadays firm should effective utilize the 

available resources both intangible and tangible to ensure that resources and superior 

firm capabilities build the basis for gain firm performance. In other words, the theory 

put emphasize of competence in resources utilization as the means for sales growth 

but also business diversification and performance. Therefore, these capabilities and 

resources are the enabler for the achievement of competitive.   
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2.2.5.2 Trade-Off Theory 

According to Peteraf (2003) Exchange Off Theory guarantees that organizations 

have a motivating force to swing to obligation as the age of yearly benefits permits 

profiting from the obligation charge shields. As per Peteraf (2003) “a positive 

relationship is normal between the viable assessment rate and obligation. Based on 

this contention, the primary speculation is defined with regards to Trade Off 

hypothesis”. DeAngelo and Masulis (1980), non-obligation charge shields, for 

example, findings permitted by deteriorations and venture assess credit could 

substitute the part of expense investment funds allowed by obligation. This infers a 

firm with an abnormal state of non-obligation assess shields will likely have a lower 

level of obligation than a firm with low non-obligation charge shields. The Trade-Off 

Theory gauges a negative connection between non-obligation impose shields and 

obligation.  
 

The most gainful SMEs have limit with regards to a more elevated amount of 

obligation, exploiting obligation impose shields (French, 2002). Exceedingly 

beneficial firms are likely more ready to satisfy their obligations with respect to the 

reimbursement of obligation and premiums, which adds to a less probability of 

liquidation. Myers (2004) states that “costs are more noteworthy for firms with 

exclusive standards of development openings, firms can be hesitant to utilize high 

measures of obligation so as not to improve their probability of insolvency”. 

Accordingly, firms with high development openings may not utilize obligation as the 

principal financing choice.  

 

As per Myers, (2007) “Exchange Off Theory, firms with more prominent 

development openings have a lower level of obligation, given that more noteworthy 

speculation openings increment the likelihood of office issues between 

directors/proprietors and loan bosses, on the grounds that the previous have an 

extraordinary motivator to underinvest”. 
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Unmistakable resources can be utilized as pledges on account of firm liquidation, 

ensuring the banks' advantages. Michaelas et al (1999) guarantee that “organizations, 

with significant substantial resources, which can be utilized as guarantees, have less 

demanding access to outer fund, and they have likely larger amounts of obligation 

than firms with low levels of unmistakable resources”. Subsequently, in the Trade-

Off approach, a positive relationship is figure between resource substance and firms' 

level of obligation. 

 

2.2.3 The Importance of SMEs 

At the point when SMEs take part in the market they assume a critical part in the task 

of market system (Kim, 2006). SMEs can react to changes in utilization inclines in 

the market on the off chance that they are adaptable and creative, subsequently 

fortifying national intensity and encouraging future monetary development. SMEs 

can likewise improve social solidness. SMEs represent more than 87% of the 

aggregate business (Rothwell, 2009).  

 

Moreover, SMEs lighten the focus toward extensive endeavors inside the financial 

structure. SMEs reduce imbalance among districts because of the way that the vast 

majority of them are provincially scattered. As per Rothwell (2009) “the reason that 

numerous SMEs show solid abilities with respect to advancement is because of the 

adaptable administrative structures that these organizations embrace”. As per 

Freeman, (2002), “advancement originates from the capacity of a firm to direct 

exercises that will take a thought from its origination, through to the improvement of 

an item and benefit and onto preparation for the commercial center”.  
	  

As per OECD report (2017a. p. 5) “SMEs are enter players in the economy and the 

more extensive eco-arrangement of firms. Empowering them to adjust and flourish in 

a more open condition and take an interest all the more effectively in the 

computerized change is fundamental for boosting monetary development and 

conveying a more comprehensive globalization. Crosswise over nations at all levels 

of advancement, SMEs have a critical part to play in accomplishing the Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) by advancing comprehensive and supportable monetary 
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development giving business and work to all, advancing manageable 

industrialization and encouraging development, and decreasing pay disparities".  
 

Additionally, SMEs adds to the radical development of monetary development 

through abusing new innovation and work outside of dominants ideal models and in 

addition business openings that have been disregarded by more settled organizations 

or empower the commercialization of learning that would somehow stay 

uncommercialised in colleges and research associations (OECD, 2016a). 

Additionally SMEs adds to esteem creation by embracing advancement created 

somewhere else, and adjusting it to various settings through incremental changes, 

and by providing new or specialty items/administrations which react to different 

client needs.  

On the other hands OECD, (2009, p.34) shows that “SMEs make openings for work 

crosswise over geographic zones and parts, utilizing wide sections of the work 

compel, including low-gifted laborers, and giving chances to aptitudes 

improvement”. They additionally help bolster their workers' entrance to medicinal 

services and social administrations. “SMEs that produce employments and esteem 

included are in this way a vital channel for consideration and destitution lessening, 

particularly yet not solely in developing and low-wage economies”. “In such manner, 

overhauling efficiency in an extensive populace of independent ventures, 

incorporating into conventional fragments and the casual economy, can enable 

governments to accomplish both financial development and social consideration 

targets, including getting away from low profitability traps and enhancing the nature 

of occupations for low-gifted specialists (OECD, 2009, p.45)”.  

 

Private ventures can likewise go about as a helpful apparatus to address societal 

needs through the arrangement of open merchandise and enterprises. This is the 

situation of social endeavors, which convey imaginative answers for the issues of 

neediness, social avoidance and joblessness, and fill holes by and large intrigue 

benefit conveyance. 
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2.2.4 Entrepreneur characteristics and SMEs performance 

Various studies have been shown the relationship between entrepreneur 

characteristics and SMEs performance. Storey (2006) indicates the five entrepreneur 

elements that which are likely to affects firm performance; these are gender, age, 

motivations, self-confidence as well as previous work experience.  

2.2.4.1 Gender  

For instance on the issue of gender, Kentor (2001) stated that the performance of 

SMEs owned by men were performing better than those owned by women. He 

further asserted that, this situation could be influenced by women double duties, 

limited access to finance but also stringent collateral requirements. According to 

Eikhof et al. (2013) on their study revealed that men owned firms are large than 

those owned by female because the overall women business experience, knowledge 

and skills into the business activities are less average.  

Furthermore, traditional expectations regarding male gender on their role in the 

societies have not shifted significantly; thus,  most of the societies in developing 

countries consider male as breadwinners whiles female based gender are expected to 

fulfill home duties or household duties but more importantly caring the family 

(Naude, 2013). In other words, dual responsibilities of women affect their 

participation in business activities as indicated by Chinomona and Maziriri (2015) 

that women have lower motivation compared to male because of inappropriate 

treatment that they receive in the society which at end affect their performance. 

Therefore, the above views and believes on women contribution in entrepreneurial 

activities has negative and inability to gain business oriented experience affect SMEs 

performance.  
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2.2.4.2 Entrepreneur age  

According to Hall (2001) age of the entrepreneur has been indicated has among the 

factors that influence SMEs performance such that it determine SMEs motivation, 

commitment and more like energy of doing business. For instance young 

entrepreneur are more likely and have the necessary motivation and energy to work 

and they are more likely to take risks than the old entrepreneur.  Basically, the age of 

entrepreneur reflects the experience in conducting business such as most of an 

entrepreneur start business at the age of 22 and 45 years (Abor and Quartey, 2010). 

Li et al (2009) argued that the relationship between age of firm’s owners and firm 

performance has been indicated in various literatures. Similarly, Osunsan and Sumil 

(2012) found that, SMEs owners aged between 18-34 years one-third of them are in 

firm business. On the other hand, Li et al (2009) revealed that almost 26% of the 

business owners are aged between 55 to 64 years. Thus, Belenzon and Zarutskie 

(2013) found that the age of entrepreneurs have significant effect on SMEs 

performance such as older business owners always realize their aspiration business 

but young business owners have aspiration of success of running business of 

performing better in term of growth. Therefore, age has regarded in most of studies 

in literature has the determinant of SMEs performance that younger entrepreneurs 

have survival chance than older entrepreneurs.   

2.2.4.3 Education  

Marithumu et al (2009) stated that there is a relationship between wealth creation and 

the kind of knowledge that an individual possess, that means it is expected that the 

more one educate the more firm owners educate it is expected to improve and 

increase knowledge on how to use various resource like financial resource in 

business. Indeebly, Webb et al, (2015) revealed that firms owners basic education 

improve the quality of business through literacy skills that increase the chance for the 

firm to survive. For instance, SMEs owners with high level of educations are seems 

to be motivated and stimulate the growth and influence better performance and 

survival of SMEs in long term (Belenzon and Zarutskie, 2013).  
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Inversely, Keneth (2006) adding that SMEs entrepreneurs with higher level of 

education always perform less than those with low level of education thus majority 

of SMEs running business in developing countries like in Africa Majority are lacking 

education background. This facilitates low equipped of business skills and 

knowledge that are vital to the betterment performance of SMEs. This is supported 

Zikusoka (2015) that SMEs owners in developing countries’ economies continue to 

attain low level of performance because of low level of education. Thus, SMEs 

owners in developed countries like western heavily appreciate the role of education 

towards achieving their performance.  

As indicated by Libecap (2000) inquire about directed by them demonstrated that 

instruction delivered adequate venturesome people who are equipped for concocting 

manageable business wanders. Moreover, they discovered that enterprise instruction 

was a key fixing in the development of new organizations the investigation 

discovered that if representatives were presented to enterprise instruction, deals and 

aggregate resources controlled by these workers were probably going to develop. So 

also, an investigation performed by Sinha (2006) on business visionaries' instruction 

uncovered that 72% of effective business people had at least specialized training 

while 72% of the unsuccessful ones were not school taught. 

A study of SMEs in Surrey, UK held in (2005) uncovered that when you look at 

development arranged SMES and proprietors training, the absence of proprietor's 

instruction and work of laborers with adequate aptitudes to utilize accessible gear is a 

noteworthy block to the development of SMEs. The examination uncovered that 

development arranged organizations were controlled by more taught proprietors. 

Wanigasekara and Surangi (2010) directed an examination in Ghampaha region, Sri 

Lanka on 33 SMEs which proposed proprietors with less instruction than advanced 

education proprietors may experience monetary stresses when contrasted with those 

with more taught and can keep up their business exercises in the market in this 

manner remaining focused by always changing in accordance with the dynamic 

business condition. It is obvious from above investigations that training is 

emphatically associated with business achievement. 
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2.2.4.4 Innovations 

Studies from the literature of SMEs shows that firm need innovation effort in order 

to success and survive on their business. Standing and Kiniti (2011) state that SMEs 

that with innovative nature have significant to performing better in business that 

those with not. Thus, emphasize is given to ensure SMEs innovation efforts improve 

various aspect of SMEs business strategies necessities for the growth of firm. 

Meanwhile, innovation efforts should improve a firm production capability in order 

to able to significantly improve firm service or products with respect to their 

characteristics. 
 

As indicated by Baker and Sinkula (2009) creativity mirrors a central eagerness to 

withdraw from existing advancements or practices and wander past the present 

cutting edge. Lumpkin and Dess (1996); Adisa et al (2016) expressed that 

inventiveness may take a few structures extending from a readiness to attempt 

another product offering or try different things with another promoting medium, to 

an engaged push to ace the most recent items or mechanical advances. Creative 

associations see things the manner in which others see them yet do things any other 

way. It is the capacity to make an interpretation of innovative thoughts into 

something solid, extraordinary, or novel (Adisa et al., 2016). Ingenuity is an 

imperative device for business visionaries and association to use to infiltrate in the 

working business. It is imperative for start-up business people to be imaginative in 

the event that they need to face the business rivalry 
 

2.2.4.5 Work experience  

The idea of proprietor's work encounter alludes to the experience the proprietor of 

the SMEs gathered amid past occupations, and they are utilizing that involvement in 

their new business wanders (Haber and Reichel, 2007). The experience picked up 

from past work can assist business people with identifying new market openings and 

change over these open doors into benefits, deals and inevitable development of the 

business in regards to benefit and client numbers (Perez and Pablos, 2003). The 

proprietor of a business who chooses to begin a similar sort of activities like the one 
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he/she was utilized in can use past associations with providers and clients with 

regards to maintaining their organizations (Haber and Reichel, 2007).  

 

Kolvereid (1996) discovered that accomplished people were more entrepreneurial 

than their partners without work understanding. As opposed to that discovering, 

Mazzarol et al. (1999) found that respondents who already utilized by the legislature 

were less inclined to prevail with regards to beginning their organizations. Yet, they 

were not able explore how they contrast and originators who were beforehand 

utilized by privately owned businesses.  

Notwithstanding amid the enlistment procedure, most of the selection representatives 

normally favor experienced applicants over the ones who are new in the field. The 

procuring procedure demonstrates the weight set on work understanding by the 

businesses. Earlier work encounter is crucial for a business visionary to have before 

beginning a business since it can diminish a few dangers that can influence a dare to 

fall flat. As per (Anakwe and Greenhaus, 2000), it is essential for a person to have an 

earlier work encounter which implies the experience picked up can enable them to 

have a more noteworthy comprehension of the idea of the business that they are keen 

on. In this manner business people with earlier work encounter are considered as 

more fruitful than their partners who don't have. 
 

2.2.5 Managerial experience and SME performance 

Cant and Lightelm (2003) from claims that an autonomous wander frustration keep 

up that master knowledge might have been an fundamental component that impacts 

various parts of entrepreneurial organizations. In their examination they found that 

that benefits of the business visionaries every now and again have advanced mobile 

considerations on what more provided then again their benefits of the business 

misfire since they haven't the foggiest on the most ideal should uphold a benefits of 

the business. Furthermore bring no stowed away valuation for business essentials.. 

Moreover,  “extensiveness of encounter will be showed up with a chance to be a 

basic element driving those execution for firms, for the amount from claiming 

previous employments vehemently distinguished for new firm execution” (Lumpkin, 

2007). 
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Thapa (2007) demonstrate a positive relationship amongst instruction and SMEs 

accomplishment. The examination found that the frustration of SMEs connected with 

the proprietor/chief's work understanding preceding business dispatch and coaching. 

Human capital is that the most elementary operator of SMEs execution. The period 

of time of scholastically qualified employees may be a basic begin for economical 

human capital advancement altogether SMEs. “Human limit has changed into a basic 

record of contention within the realm of business to the degree that the development 

of such limits through getting ready has clothed to be high want in outlining the 

important arrangement of the SMEs business” (Tim and Brinkerhoff, 2008) 

Administration is during this approach vital to empower gathering or business 

objectives to be refined through the weather of composition, staffing, coordinative, 

dominant exercises, and coordination as well as coordinative. Individual attributes of 

the proprietor/administrator were translated by Larson and Clute (2009) as absence 

of expertise among freelance venture chiefs UN agency happen to be the proprietors 

prompting poor execution and therefore to business disappointment.  

Great administration implies demand for applicable composition, control, searching 

for aptitudes and bonafide staffing with qualified and skillful representatives. Harpist 

(2004) watches that the poor development of diverse endeavors all things thought-

about, propose that the shortage of ready supervisors may be an additional real 

demand on financial advancement and because the venture finally ends up larger, the 

additional demand for chiefs to set up, facilitate and management the exercises of the 

enterprise.  

The man of affairs UN agency is perhaps progressing to be the chief of the 

insufficient venture won’t have the preparation, aptitudes and skill to regulate the 

tasks of the business effectively henceforward influencing business execution. The 

impotency to stay applicable records, to isolate business activities from individual, 

supervise financial gain and development is perhaps progressing to influence 

business execution. 
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2.2.6 Information technology and SMEs performance  

Data Technology (IT) is broadly speaking called a significant wellspring of 

development and wealth at the national and also the firm levels (Monopoloulos et al, 

2009). “The work of innovation requests vital toil, committed to taking within the 

new innovation and build up the capability, for skilled advancement of industry”. 

During this distinctive circumstance, since the 1998s, TC has changed into the first 

put attentiveness of conceptualizing innovation contemplate (Bell and Pavitt, 1993). 

"It is that the unequivocal think about making aggressive positions, targeted 

qualities, and supported developments.  

The firm level information innovation has been viewed as a vital key quality, 

empowering companies to accomplish favorable position within their industry". 

“Those organizations with current with information innovation will anchor additional 

noteworthy effectiveness picks up by spearheading method advancements and might 

accomplish higher separation by rising things in lightweight of the dynamical 

business condition” (Tsai, 2004).  

The improvement of IT by SMEs is important for them to beat the short dynamical 

and wildly aggressive worldwide markets and because of that because it could, 

simply a touch quantities of SMEs in rising economies area unit considerably ready 

to form essential TCs and also the comprehension of TC advancement is heretofore 

deficient (Archibugi and Cocos nucifera, 2004). A couple of examinations like Kim 

(1997) “focus on its improvement in developing economies, by and by, the 

overwhelming majority of these investigations emphasized the business and nation” 

(Caniels and Romijn, 2003). Furthermore, “however the approach that precise 

examinations for example Lall (1992), and Bell and Pavitt (1993) recognized specific 

levels of mechanical capability, they're not nevertheless observationally tried near”.  

Additionally, Guifu and Hongjia (2009) upset regarding the amendment of the 

organizations' exhibitions supported collective mechanical ability counseled that an 

additional in depth degree in varied enterprises and in varied nations is needed. 

Finally, inquiries regarding on the affiliation between TC of developing business 

nations SMEs and their fare execution area unit needed to supply higher 

understanding (Tsai, 2004).  
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The essential reasons personal firms stick with it facing development challenges in 

making nations, despite crucial facilitate from governments and totally different 

associations, is their innovative skills (Arinaitwe, 2006). SMEs area unit still ruined 

by their absence of innovative usage, in spite of impressive mechanical headways all 

inclusive. While not this innovation, these personal ventures suppose that it’s 

laborious to neither contend, nor develop (Arinaitwe, 2006). SMEs round the globe, 

as in China and India, confront traditional difficulties being overhauling innovation 

and building item quality. China, with its wealth of modest work, has the similar 

most popular viewpoint within the work serious, borderline effort enterprises.  

The activity of an oversized range of the Indian SMEs is low scale generation that 

diminishes their capability to minimize expenses of things and participate in 

innovative overhauls that may be a noteworthy hindrance (Singh, Garg and 

Deshmukh, 2010). Mechanical advancement has for quite a while been a central 

supporter of advance in business and can stick with it influencing the event and 

survival of the business SMEs (Baloyi, 2010). very little and smaller scale business 

companies in making nations like South Africa area unit poor and consequently don't 

have any entrance to information innovation. It’s this absence of access to 

information innovation that likewise bear a negative impact on the insufficient and 

little scale business firms' capability to survive and develop of the business. 
	  

2.2.7 Education and Training and SMEs performance  

As per Thaker (2008) “preparing is broke down and clarifies as the obtaining of 

abilities, learning, and skills which is because of the instructing of professional or 

commonsense information that really identify with a specific helpful competency, 

and furthermore preparing has a particular objective or target of enhancing one's 

ability, profitability, capacity, and execution”. An experimental examination did by 

Thaker (2008) expressed that “preparation is a sorted out advance through which 

individuals gained information and aptitudes for an unmistakable reason and 

preparing is viewed as basic to the execution of SMEs; it is depicted as the vehicle 

that takes the association to their goal towards making progress inside the stipulated 

time period”.  
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Besides, “the significance of preparing to the survival of present day associations 

can't be overemphasized. For any SMEs to survive the aggressive business world, it 

must prepare and retrain its workers (human asset) in consonance with its remote and 

quick operational condition”. In addition, “preparing of laborers or representatives of 

SMEs will bring about an expansion in the efficiency, and it will likewise assist the 

representatives with attaining and accomplish self-satisfaction of individual 

destinations as they work towards accomplishing authoritative objectives, and it is 

relevant to recognize and take note of that innovative development of any nation 

entirely relies upon the main part of prepared workers (HR)” (Oforegbunam and 

Okorafor, 2010).  

Bruderl et al. (2002) “opined that human capital hypothesis in the entrepreneurial 

setting contend that despite the fact that the general utilization of human capital is on 

workers”. In extra Betcherman et al (2009) “there is no any reason why it ought not 

to be pertinent to business visionaries also, and as needs be, business people, which 

have higher general and a specific human capital, is relied upon to demonstrate more 

elevated amount of profitability and execution than those with bring down levels of 

general and specific human capital”. SMEs with preparing programs had more 

positive execution inclines in various territories including incomes, productivity, 

representative relations, nature of item and administration conveying and their 

business feasibility and outlook.  

Magableh and Almahroug (2007) expressed that “the components that impact SMEs 

accomplishments are not the same starting with one geological locale or area then 

onto the next. It is very much trusted that the accomplishment or achievement 

variables can be classes in two gatherings, which are known as outer and inward 

factors. The case of outer elements includes things that need to do with the social and 

political condition, encompassing the economy, enactment and tenets, accessibility 

of assets and the rest. What's more, the case of interior factors likewise includes 

something like preparing, administration ability, experience and instruction and the 

rest”. 
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2.2.7 Government policies and regulations and SMEs performance  

An investigation by Harper (2004) watches that “administrations that are not worried 

about the advancement of little undertakings ought to analyze the effect of its 

approaches and projects on the independent ventures”. Mann et al (2004) mentions a 

comparable objective fact that administration control about wages, tax assessment, 

authorizing and others are among the essential reasons why the casual division 

business creates. “Without cautious consideration, government strategies could 

pound the private company area in any economy and by that as it may, the effect of 

devolution of SMEs advancement relies upon the design of the administrative and 

institutional structure slanted to help SMEs in an economy” (Kigguddu, 2000). 

2.2.8 Globalization and SMEs performance  

SMEs organizations can never again view themselves as entirely residential 

organizations in the focused worldwide condition. For organizations over the globe, 

going worldwide isn't an inclination or a matter of decision, but instead a need. 

Inability to develop worldwide markets can be deadly mix up for present day 

organizations, whatever their size. “To be fruitful business must think about 

themselves to be organizations without outskirts and going worldwide can put a huge 

strain on a little organization” (Scarborough et al., 2009, p, 34). “Despite the fact that 

the pattern toward the joining has been producing for quite a while, the pace is by all 

accounts enlivening, making worldwide openings and rivalry that did not exist even a 

couple of years prior. With the bewildering rate of monetary development in nations, 

for example, China and India, an entrepreneur would be rash to disregard abroad 

openings” (Longenecker, 2012).  
 

2.3 SMEs performance 

As per examines done by Wagenvoort (2003); Beck, et al (2005); Khandker, Samad 

and Ali (2013) states that SMEs as a rule experience issues getting to formal 

wellspring of credit thus influencing their execution and development. As indicated 

by an examination done by Shinozaki (2012) on another administration of SMEs 

back in developing Asia it was uncovered that entrance to credit positively affects 

SMEs development. that there was no connection between access to credit and firm 

execution.  
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As indicated by Ojah (2010) states that constrained access to outside fund contrarily 

influence little firms' choice to put resources into settled capital and innovative work, 

which consequently confine their development, ingenuity and execution. What's 

more, writing shows that impact of money related requirement on firm development 

shifts crosswise over firms of various. Agreeing Dalberg (2011) states that credit has 

huge positive effect on SMEs execution. Akoten 2006; Shinozaki, 2012 states that 

affirms that SMEs advantage more when acquiring structure bank instead of casual 

source. As per an examination done by Kanyugi (2001) on effect of microfinance 

credit on money related execution of SMEs in Kenya the investigation found that as 

SMEs develop they require assets to fund development in settled resources and 

increment working capital. As per an investigation done by Njoroge (2008), 

determinants of money related execution in reserve funds and credit helpful social 

orders in Nairobi it was uncovered that entrance to monetary administrations has 

enhanced the execution of organizations in the assembling segment.  
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2.4 Challenges confronting SMEs  

Despite the huge commitments made by SMEs to GDP, SMEs keep on facing a 

plenty of difficulties that restrain their development and advancement past 

insignificant survivalist methods of movement. Access to, and cost of, fund stay two 

driving limitations (IMF, 2006, World Bank, 2006). While there have been 

considerable and fast late enhancements in money related part advancement in the 

district, much still should be done, particularly in the SME segment which is 

deliberately vital as a driver of top notch financial improvement. Moreover, SMEs, 

because of their size constraints, frequently have restricted money related capital and 

an absence of required human and administrative assets (Buckley, 1989).  
 

A large portion of the SMEs confront issues in acquiring the monetary capital 

important to end up aggressive and accomplish financial development (Gupta et al., 

2005). SMEs confront numerous issues in their development execution (Kirby, 

2003). These issues can be because of the absence of entrepreneurial qualities, 

financing and markets (Barber et al1989; Allal, 1999; Kirby, 2003). SMEs confront 

issues in acquiring the budgetary capital important to end up focused and accomplish 

financial development (Gupta et al., 2005).  

 

Other outer factors, for example, the macroeconomic condition, government 

approaches and controls, and the accessibility of physical foundations likewise 

influence the development execution of SMEs. Past investigations have analyzed the 

powers restricting SME development (Austin, 1988; Barber et al., 1989; Sidin, 1998; 

Kirby, 2003). Most little firms will never have the capacity to rise all the financing 

they might want from banks and different foundations. In this rough sense there will 

dependably be an insufficiency in the subsidizing of the segment equivalent to the 

contrast between the aggregate interest for financing and that piece of this request 

which meets all requirements for subsidizing support (Hamilton and Mark, 1998).  
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Therefore, an irrefutable test for working and proposing independent venture is 

sourcing of assets. Private company may start up from individual funds, endowments 

from companions and relatives and once in a while credits. Require in 1993 detailed 

that littler undertakings have constrained access to money related assets contrast with 

bigger associations and he examined the effect of his discoveries in monetary 

development. As per Cork and Nisxon (2000) poor administration and bookkeeping 

rehearses have hampered the capacity of littler endeavors to raise back. This is 

combined with the way that private companies are for the most part possessed by 

people whose individual way of life may have extensive consequences for the tasks 

and maintainability of such organizations. As a result of the possession structure, a 

portion of these organizations are shaky and may not ensure returns over the long 

haul.  

In any case, there is motivation to trust in light of the fact that as indicated by 

Liedholm et al. (1994), an extensive number of little ventures come up short on 

account of non-budgetary reasons. Remmers et al. (1974) revealed the obligation/add 

up to resources proportion to be free of firm size while Peterson and Schulman 

(1987) announced that obligation/add up to resources proportion to first ascent and 

after that fall with size of firm.  

 

Independent of which side of the partition one is, the conduct of advance conceding 

organizations can be clearly anticipated when they have a decision of allowing credit 

offices to either a major business with a decent accounting report or a private venture 

with a similarly decent asset report. Keeble and Walker (1994) took a gander at the 

ecological variables from the point of view of the formative setting that invigorates 

neighborhood showcase. A few ecological markers have been distinguished as the 

central point that can either impede or repress SMEs and contend that these 

components are the strong administrations that upgrade SMEs advancement.  
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ILO (2003) sees condition factors as the outer elements that include: (i) government 

approach (monetary and administrative structure), (ii) access to fitting business 

improvement bolster, (iii) access to back and money related administrations and (iv) 

network and family. Mansur (2005) listed these components, in particular: funding 

accessibility, nearness of experience, specialized talented work compel, openness of 

providers, clients, new markets, government impacts, arrive, transportation, new 

innovative advancement, supporting administrations and living condition.  
 

Besides, the URT MSEs strategy (2003) perceives that MSEs are stood up to with 

interesting issues including substantial expenses of consistence coming about 

because of their size. Different limitations incorporate lacking working premises and 

constrained access to back, Business Development Services, in particular 

administrations identified with enterprise, business preparing, showcasing, 

innovation advancement and data are undeveloped and not promptly accessible. 

SMEs need data and in addition gratefulness from such administrations and can 

barely stand to pay the administrations. As the outcome, administrators of the 

segment have rather low aptitudes. Foundations and affiliations supporting SMEs are 

feeble, divided and awkward somewhat because of absence of clear direction and 

strategy for the improvement of the segment (URT, 2003)  

2.5 Empirical Literature Review 
This piece of the part audits a portion of the examinations that have been done which 

are identified with this investigation to perceive what they uncovered on factors 

influencing SMEs execution.  
	  

2.5.1 Studies on SMEs 

Rashid Mfaume associate degreed Wilhelm author (2004) LED an examination on 

freelance venture commerce in Dar E Salaam in African nation centering work 

problems and prospects for future advancement. The examination In African nation, 

section into non-public company enterprise is usually not seen as a difficulty. One 

will begin freelance venture whenever and in where. Be that because it could, the 

development of this casual section has been considerably delineate by 2 parallel 

marvels that square measure perhaps conflicting in character.  
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One is that the increasing politicization labor urging people to participate in SMEs. 

This has prompted the multiplication and mushrooming of freelance company the 

overwhelming majority of that square measure as negligible exchanging, in any 

event where within the urban focuses. The second is that the parallel increment in 

occasions proposing generality of wrongdoing and government officials obstacles 

that influence SMEs and counter response from the insufficient dealers. whereas the 

second will be delineate as owing to the increasing harsh activity by town 

professional over sellers, the counter response conduct of vagrant and tiny merchants 

toward town specialist is to boot apparent in most urban regions.  

By and huge, the half is delineate by steady pressure and fights between very little 

merchants and concrete consultants. Drawing on inquire regarding discoveries, this 

paper challenges the probability of modification poverty in African nation utilizing 

the procedure of build up the freelance company commerce underneath the 

circumstance wherever there's associate degree increasing level of trivial wrongdoing 

and government officials obstacles. it's contended and to make sure, reasoned that if 

this multifarious and disputable circumstance encompassing SMEs business is not 

spanned, if not sent to rest, the advancement of SMEs is on elusive slant. the 

selection suggested to tame the matter incorporates, making speak portfolio between 

very little merchants and government officials specialist and consultants coming up 

with approaches which will advance improvement of freelance company commerce.  

Nenzhelele (2009) contemplated factors impacting the potency level and also the 

utilization of comes and activities for profitableness improvement within the 

Garankuwa, and to boot Babelegi mechanical zones. A study procedure has been 

connected for this examination to nineteen (19) manufacturing ventures utilizing 

polls. The targeted on take a look at for the investigation venture was cardinal (59) 

SMEs throughout the Babelegi and Garankuwa trendy zones. simply nineteen SMEs, 

ten from Babelegi and nine from Garankuwa reacted. This spoke to thirty second of 

the targeted on mull take a look at live. The review discoveries demonstrate that the 

studied SMEs do not sufficiently supply benefits and motivators that would 

increment each resolve and inspiration of their employees.  
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Enock Nkonoki (2010) considered the elements restricting the achievement as well 

as development of independent ventures in Tanzania. Nine meetings were led which 

included six entrepreneurs and three authorities speaking to three associations. The 

outcomes got recognized various restricting components too little firm development. 

The creator considered it to be a legitimacy to amass the outcomes into two 

gatherings; restricting variables that are inward to the firm (Inadequate instruction 

and preparing, absence of an appropriate strategy for success, capital requirement 

etcetera) and those that are outer to the firm (including things like defilement, 

government arrangement, bureaucratic procedures etcetera). The creator finishes up 

by making the accompanying fundamental suggestions; initially a change of the SME 

arrangement by the legislature, an inquiry of a satisfactory business training by the 

private company network and endeavoring to create administrations and the upkeep 

of good associations with entrepreneurs by different partners like the money related 

foundations.  

Hamadand Karoui (2011) completed an investigation on the SMEs Governance 

Mechanisms Practices and Financial Performance: Case of Tunisian Industrial 

SMEs. The examination found that the board estimate alongside the nearness of 

some outer individuals have positively affected the SME execution. This outcome 

featured the essential part which played by the top managerial staff as a control 

instrument inside a SME. The investigation additionally announced that age of the 

executive does not significantly affect the SME execution. This is because of the 

mediating of such outside instruments as the work showcase. In this way, the SME 

administration gives off an impression of being affected and described by a train 

practiced by the wasteful or constrained markets. Therefore, the interior components 

are considered to have an extraordinary significance as respects the SMEs 

administration and the safeguarding of their exhibitions. This rank is essentially 

imperative as it guarantees the commonness of proficient signs and activity 

estimations of successful positive practices of administration.  
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Namusonge et al (2013) in their study on the part of money related intermediation in 

the development of SMEs in Kenya, demonstrated that the monetary middle people 

assumed a huge part by offering managing an account benefits and stretching out 

credit offices to SMEs organizations. Other help offered by money related middle 

people included; warning administrations, preparing and financing the beginning of 

organizations. The current assessment techniques embraced by money related go-

betweens were a major impediment to credit get to in light of the fact that they were 

stringent and bureaucratic was additionally uncovered by the investigation. At long 

last they additionally discovered that assessment methods made it troublesome for 

organizations to get to help from budgetary foundations on the grounds that the 

methodology squandered a ton of business time and made money related delegates' 

administrations out of reach to generally organizations.  

Another investigation done by Ezekiel Kirama (2014) on the elements deciding 

execution of SMEs in Tanzania particularly in Temeke region in Dar-es-salaam 

district. The examination utilized clear research plan with an example of 100 SMEs 

found that inner, outer and asset related variables influence SME's execution. The 

discoveries likewise show that SMEs confront various difficulties including rivalry 

among themselves and from huge firms, defilement, capital requirements, vendors, 

poor security and inappropriate record keeping. Taking everything into account, this 

investigation has accomplished its exploration targets. In this examination, there are 

three critical determinants influencing the execution of SMEs. The investigation 

suggests that: the legislature ought to get associated with deciding the financing cost 

and securing the borrowers; the approaches of the MFI, as guided by the Central.  

An investigation led by Priscalla Ombongi (2018) factors influencing budgetary 

execution of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs); a contextual investigation 

Components Affecting Financial Performance of Small and Medium Enterprises 

(SMEs): A Case of Manufacturing SMEs in Kenya. The investigation applies 

Descriptive research whereby information gathered was broke down utilizing relapse 

examination that affirmed econometric minimum square model of the investigation. 

The examination has affirmed an immediate connection between SMEs money 

related execution and the free factors; bank credit, innovative costs, GDP, 
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development in number of SMEs and worker costs. The investigation is 

exceptionally suggested for use by partners in SMEs and Government of Kenya in 

endeavors to guarantee outside financing is accessible to SMEs. The investigation 

has affirmed an immediate connection between SMEs monetary execution and the 

autonomous factors; bank credit, mechanical costs, GDP, development in number of 

SMEs and representative expenses. The examination is exceptionally suggested for 

use by partners in SMEs and Government of Kenya in endeavors to guarantee 

outside financing is accessible to SMEs.  

2.5.2 Studies on factors current study 

Beyene (2002) found that the accessibility of good framework offices gives a helpful 

domain to SMEs to prosper and encourage the age of financial development. They 

are no chance SMEs execution can be enhanced without satisfactory power supply, 

water supply, transportation and compelling media transmission framework on 

ground. Fruitful rivalry in the local and worldwide market relies on the accessibility 

of a proper and effective foundation. Ease and top notch framework administrations 

have a tendency to enhance the execution of SMEs, and the examination opined that 

foundation impact the execution of SMEs.  

Onugu (2005) led the examination on SMEs in Nigeria covering 1,500 SMEs 

populace incorporates all structures, for example, (Partnership, Private and Public 

Limited Companies, Sole Proprietorship and so on) and sorts (Services, 

Manufacturing, Processing, Oil and Gas, Educational and so forth) of business 

participated in the investigation. With a cross-sectional research plan, the 

investigation utilized basic arbitrarily testing. The investigation discoveries showed 

that SME sub-division in Nigeria has played out its basic part of driving the nation's 

mechanical change and advancement as it has done in other created nations; and if 

not, why, and furthermore to distinguish therapeutic measures.  

In an overview led Ogunmola (2012) explored that the pretend by framework in 

SMEs execution can't be disregarded in light of the fact that foundation, for example, 

control, great street organize, enduring water supply, proficient correspondence 

framework and market are alluded to as flavor on execution of SME. The missing of 

the previously mentioned offices in the life of Enterprises goes about as an impetus 
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to a portion of the Enterprises less execution which constantly can bring about 

ending up of the business if dire advances are not taken on time. On the impact or 

impact of framework on business execution. 

Pushpakumari and Watanabe (2010) considered on the execution contrasts and 

business technique introduction of little and medium estimated Enterprises (SMEs) 

in two Asian economies. Information for the examination were acquired from an 

overview of SMEs in assembling industry in Japan and Sri Lanka. Results show that 

the execution of SMEs differs with the decision of procedure introduction that 

proprietor administrators receive. The discoveries and ramifications of this 

examination would be helpful to proprietors and directors of SMEs, while adding to 

the writing on SMEs too.  

Another examination led by Lema John (2013) in Kilimanjaro area in Tanzania on 

surveying the components that are influencing execution of little and medium 

ventures (SMEs) which meant to give the learning to the general population in the 

locale on how they should begin and deal with their SMEs by staying alert with the 

variables influencing execution of SMEs which thusly will assist them with 

managing their business reasonably. The investigation utilized the cross sectional 

examination outline in which information of 200 SMEs proprietors, and supervisors 

from all Moshi urban, Moshi Rural, Hai, Siha, Same and Mwanga towns was 

gathered just once. Both graphic and observational strategies were connected amid 

the examination. The investigation discoveries demonstrated that, the most critical 

variables influencing the execution of SMEs controlled by pay in the examination 

territory were: Demographic qualities (age and training level of SMEs proprietors 

and chiefs), Business attributes (time of SMEs), Capital structure (wellspring of 

introductory capital, and capital size), and the Marketing methodology. Sex and 

Legal structure (endeavor administration) did not essentially added to the SMEs 

execution in this investigation.  

The examination suggested that there is a requirement for arrangement producers to 

ensure that instruction is given to the SMEs proprietors, directors and the workers 

together, with supporting them, if conceivable there is a need of having educational 

programs in essential and auxiliary schools by making business and enterprise 
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subjects as necessary subjects, this will outfit students with suitable business and 

entrepreneurial learning and aptitudes which will urge them to begin and oversee 

business fruitful.  

An investigation done by George Kifaru (2014) in Dar es Salaam territorial in 

Tanzania intending to evaluate the variables influencing the execution of SME's. 

Through a cross-area look into plan with the scope of 110 little and small scale 

endeavors the outcomes acquired demonstrate the presence of a positive connection 

between's factors control lack has negative relationship with big business' execution. 

Facilitate the examination discoveries demonstrated that when the national lattice 

goes off, the endeavors move to different sources and the one which don't have other 

wellspring of vitality are quit for the day clients go to those which have vitality. 

Besides the examination uncovered that that, as well as numerous cantinas which are 

close to the modern regions and production lines get numerous clients amid this time 

since individuals who are working in those ventures and processing plants are out of 

their working zone when national framework goes off so they get abundant time for 

different exercises close to their working region. Besides, Kinyua (2014) 

contemplated the part of back, administration abilities, large scale condition variables 

and foundation have on the execution of little and medium-sized ventures.  

The examination tried to assess the variables influencing the execution of SMEs in 

the Jua Kali division in Nakuru town. The outcomes demonstrated that financing 

could decidedly influence the execution of SMEs.  

2.6 Research gap 

A great deal of plenty investigate thinks about has been distributed regarding the 

matter of SMEs execution, for example, George Kifaru (2014); Ezekiel Kirama 

(2014) and Lema John (2013). A few examinations have endeavored to investigate 

factors influencing SMEs execution in various zones. In any case, little research 

delivering observational information examining the variables influencing SMEs 

execution particularly in Kinondoni Municipality focusing on Mwananyamala, 

Tandale and Makumbusho wards.  
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Indeebly the proposals on the most proficient method to looking the variables 

influencing the execution of SMEs is questionable without more extensive research 

on the issue. Thusly, as far as SMEs thinks about, this paper enters will an 

unchartered area in seeking after its goal of illustration diverse perspectives from 

SMEs proprietors on the variables influencing their business execution. To look at 

factors influencing SMEs Kinondoni Municipality are recommended as essential 

assets region for information accumulation. In this way, to look at the elements 

influencing SMEs execution, Kinondoni Municipality including SMEs particularly 

from Tandale, Mwananyamala and Makumbusho will be completely dissected. The 

examination is directed to include the current writing data SMEs execution.  

 

2.7 Conceptual framework 

This examination analyze the variables influencing SMEs execution, anyway the 

investigation secured just three factors specifically back, foundation and 

administration. This factors are recognizes in view of the writings checked on. In this 

way in this examination access on fund, administration encounter and mechanical 

abilities are independents factors and SMEs execution are reliant variable as 

demonstrated as follows.	  
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Figure 2. 1: conceptual framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Source: Researcher own construct (2018) 
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CHAPTER THREE 
	  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
	  

3.1 Introduction  

According to Cooper and Schindler, (2006) research methodology is a structure and 

plan considered by the researcher to obtain findings from the study on hand. 

Therefore, this section presents the research design, study area, population of the 

study, sampling, data collection techniques and data analysis as well as ethical 

consideration. 
	  

3.2 Research design 

Research design is a plan of action employed by the researcher as a means of 

generating facts of the studied problem (Kothari, 2004). Saunders et al (2007) adds 

that research design provide the guideline for conducting research as it can be 

experimental, relational/expository, descriptive etc. Kothari (2013) adds that both 

primary and secondary information are obtained through the development of research 

design and the procedures to be followed in data collection. This means, research 

design provides suitable framework that guides the collection and analysis of data 

(Yin, 2003). Moreover, research design helps the researcher to organize his or her 

ideas in a form whereby it will be possible to look for flaws and inadequacies which 

minimize expenditure of effort, time and money 

This study applied survey research design as a basis of coming up of findings on 

which the research will draw conclusion. The study used survey research since the 

design allows selection of sample of the population from which the study findings is 

later generalized back to the population. Kothari (2006) defines a survey research 

design as a data collection tool for carrying out survey research. Creswell (2009) 

presents that a survey as a “means for gathering information about the characteristics, 

actions, or opinions of a large group of people”.   
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When applying survey method as a tool of research it uses the following tactics to 

come up with the desired findings, such tactics are use of sample, data collection 

technique and questionnaire which is then computed statistically. However, survey 

research design was also used to evaluate demand, asses the need and examine 

impact of the phenomena.  

Moreover, a survey research design enables the researcher to collect data from large 

number of population in a highly economical way. As Creswell (2014), put it in 

writings that surveys are capable of obtaining information from large samples of the 

population. According to Burns and Burns (2008) survey research design  is 

relatively cheap compared to other research design techniques but also it increase the 

significance and validity of the results to cater for wider population as well as the 

method have high accuracy in describing the characteristics of the elements.  

 

3.3 Area of the study 

Area of the study is the interdisciplinary fields of research in regards to certain 

geographical, national or cultural region. According to Krishnaswami (2002), area of 

the study is regarded as a given provide area or field of study in which the study will 

undertake. Moreover area of study portrays the population that will be dealt with in 

the study area but also socio-economic characteristic of the area. In additional Babbie 

(2004) adds that study area indicates the place that the research study will be 

conducted and where a researcher will go for data collection. 

In this case Kinondoni Municipal area is the study area of this research. The rationale 

of choosing Kinondoni Municipality to be the study area based on the fact that, 

Kinondoni Municipality has high population of SMEs compared to other 

Municipality as indicated by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) report of 

(2016). But also the three chosen wards they showed to comprise large number of 

SMEs compared to other wards within the Municipal. Moreover there other factors 

that were used as indicators as to why Kinondoni area and no other places such 

factors are like financial constraints and time of data collection was compelled the 

selection of the study area. 
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3.4 Population of the study  

According to Cooper and Schindle (2008) research population is a “complete set of 

cases, individuals or objects with some common observable features of a particular 

nature distinct from other population”. On the other hand Saunders et al (2003) 

defined population as the aspect that helps the researcher to get the study sample size 

in a cost-effective, organized and lead to accuracy as well as saves times. According 

to BRELA report, (2016) Kinondoni Municipal Council 87,615 entrepreneurs.  

3.5 Sampling  

According to Kothari, (2004) sampling is the art of selecting/examining some part of 

the study population to represent the entire study population. This section presents 

sampling techniques and sample size of the study.  

3.5.1 Sampling techniques  

Kothari, (2004) defined sampling techniques as the methods/procedures that a 

researcher employ in selecting the study sample size/study representative. According 

to Kothari, (2008) “there are two types of sampling technique such as probability and 

non-probability sampling; probability sampling which means every unit in the 

population has a chance (greater than zero) of being selected in the sample is 

categorized into simple random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified sampling, 

cluster sampling and multistage sampling”. For this study, convenience and purposive 

sampling technique was employed. 

• Convenience sampling technique 

For this study, convenience sampling technique was employed to select 50 SMEs 

owners in Kinondoni Municipality. The study employed convenience sampling 

technique simply because the technique allowed easy access of the respondents 

during data collection. The researcher selected the respondents on the basis of their 

willingness and availability to respond to the instruments. Furthermore, the nature of 

the study allowed using the employees accessible. Moreover, basing to the different 

work schedules the employees this method was necessary for those employees who 

met with the researcher criteria’s.  
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3.5.2 Sample size 

Sample size is defined as the number of study respondents that the researcher choose 

from the entire study population Babbie (2005). According to Amin (2005), choosing 

the study sample size is important since it is not easy for the researcher to study the 

whole population of the study. In selecting the study sample, the researcher relied on 

the size of population, time and nature of the study itself as indicated by Singh, 

(2006) that when choosing the study sample size there is no specific rule to guide the 

sample size determination. Saunders, et al., (2012) contends that sample size the 

precision respondents which represents the value of the whole population. Msabila 

and Nalaila (2013) adds that selecting the study sample size helps the researcher to 

avoid various constraints like time and budget and ensure validity of study findings.  
 

For this study, the researcher employed a sample size of 50 SMEs owners in 

Kinondoni Municipality. Further, the study sample size was chosen regarding cost 

and limited time of conducting the study. Yates et al (2008) explains that the “sample 

size should be determined out of expedience where elements are included because 

they are readily available and convenient to carry survey on them and also by using a 

target variance for an estimate to be derived from the sample”.  According to Small 

(2009) very argue that samples may take more time, money and other resources 

whilst very small samples may generate unreliable results. 

3.6 Data collection instruments 

Kothari (2013) defined the data collection method is all about the procedures, 

techniques and tools used when collecting data from the sampled participants. Data 

collection instrument as the word suggest they are device used to collect data such 

are questionnaire, interview and the like. Kombo and Tromp (2006) data research 

instruments is the means of gathering information to prove or save the facts. In this 

study the researcher used questionnaires as the major data collection instrument as 

well documentary review. 
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3.6.1 Questionnaires   

A questionnaire is defined as “a pre-formulated set of questions to which respondents 

answer and this is usually within some closely defined alternatives”Kothari, (2008). 

Questionnaire is one method of data collection which can be used to ask questions. In 

most cases questionnaire are self-administered or used as a guiding tool during 

interview. Ndunguru (2007) suggest that questionnaires involves mixture of 

questions such as closed and open ended questions items. Open ended questions 

provide the opportunities and freedom to the respondents to answers questionnaires 

questions as on the other hands closed ended questions has a limitations to the 

respondents which they are required to provide their answer regarding the available 

quantified items of responses”. In this study the researcher employed self-

administered questionnaire to the study participants. 
 

According to Cresswell, (2014) self-administered questionnaires is defined as types 

of questionnaires in which the researcher administered questionnaires to the 

respondents direct and respondents fill the complete administered questionnaires   

without the help from the researcher assistance of the researcher or field worker. For 

the purpose of this study self-administered questionnaires with closed and open 

ended questions was employed to 50 respondents to gather information as shown in 

appendix I.	   The study employed questionnaires because the methods is less 

subjective and minimize biases as compared to interview as well as give respondents 

freedom and privacy to answer the questions (Kothari, 2014). Further, through 

questionnaires, the study can cover a wide area which enhance validity of the study 

information. 

3.6 2 Documentary review  

Documentary review usage in academic research work has been recommended by 

various academicians and researchers. Creswell (2014) posit that documentary 

review are includes documented material such as such as public records, policy 

documents, diaries, articles, books, mass media, files among others. During the study 

the researcher reviewed various documents from various sources like books, journals 

etc that were related to the current study. Unlike other instruments documentary 

review is easy to deal with than primary data which is highly demanding.  
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Further, Sanders et al. (2009) argue that secondary sources of information can first 

seem to be relevant but upon closer scrutiny are not appropriate to your research 

objectives and in light of this you must be careful when selecting your secondary 

data sources and their validity. Documentary review method of data helps the 

researcher to bridge the gap since it allows going through other related written 

documents giving the researcher a deeper insight of the problem. 

3.7 Data analysis and presentation 

A general aspect of inspecting, cleansing, transforming, and modeling data can 

viewed or stated to be data analysis. According to Cooper and Schinder (2001) data 

analysis is the “reduction and accumulation of data to manageable size, developing 

summaries, looking for patterns and applying statistical techniques”. The process of 

data analysis enables the researcher to set up steady patterns of the collected data.  

Yates et al (2008) point out that “data analysis can be done by engaging various 

statistical procedures and tests on the data so that the raw data can be changed into 

something which is easily understood and interpreted”. Data analysis ensures the 

validity of information because the collected information undergoes various 

processes like editing, coding, cleaning and verification of the data.Statistical 

Package of Social Science V20 (SPSS) was employed to analyze the collected data in 

this study. Through the use of SPSS the researcher utilised inferential and descriptive 

analysis to make the inference of the data. Further data was presented through tables, 

frequency and percentages. 
 

3.8.1 Instrument reliability 

According to Kothari (2008) a measure is said to have a high reliability, if it turns out 

similar results under consistent conditions. Further, Babbie and Monton (2002, p. 81) 

reliability is “the ability of an instrument to generate results that are consistent over 

time and are accurately representing the entire population under study. The 

instrument should be steady enough to with stand the test that in the end creates 

similar results, if the research is replicated under similar conditions. To come up with 

such end result this study guaranteed the reliability of the study instrument 

(questionnaires) through consulting the study supervisor to review questions wording, 
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structure, sequence and phrasing. This is consistent with Babbie and Monton (2002, 

p.18) who state that, “instrument reliability can be enhanced by pretesting of the 

questionnaire, consulting experts in its development, keeping open-ended questions 

to a minimum as well as performing a thorough review of literature to develop the 

instrument”. 

 

3.8.2 Instrument validity 

Mugenda and Mugenda, (2008) defined validity as the degree/situation in which the 

study results or findings represents the actual phenomena of the study problem.  

They further explain that validity estimates how accurately the data obtained in the 

study represents a given variable. Its importance is captured in a statement by 

Creswell (2014) that “if a piece of research is invalid then it is worthless”. In this 

study, data collection instruments was pre-tested to ensure the questions asked 

comply with the study objectives that validate the study findings. 

 

3.9 Ethical considerations 

Ethical consideration in conducting is very important as it helped to define what was 

or was not legitimate to do or what moral procedures were involved in the research 

process (Neuman, 2007). Prior to recruitment of participants to the study all 

participants was asked to provide written consent. Further, Burns and Burns (2008) 

stated that “researcher must conduct his research in an ethically sensitive manner as 

well as the research ethics rules and values both unwitten and written that demarcate 

parameters on the relationship between researcher and research participants should 

be observed” 

 

In this study clearance from Mzumbe University as the permission for data collection 

was obtained by the researcher. Other ethical issues and values was undertaken into 

consideration by the researcher in the whole process of conducting this study. The 

special considerations was given to fairness, anonymity, physical harm, honesty as 

well as avoidance of deception and concealment.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 
	  

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
	  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an in-depth analysis and an interpretation of the results 

obtained from SMEs in Kinondoni Municipality Dar es Salaam. The chapter further 

presents the results of the study by situating the study objectives. This helps the study 

to address the specific objectives; the first objective was to assess the influence of 

entrepreneurs characteristics performance of the SMEs; secondly, to determine the 

SMEs characteristics on the performance of SMEs; lastly, to identify existing 

relationship between management experience and SMEs performance. 

4.1 Respondents profile 

In this study the researcher established to know the respondents profile which 

includes education background, gender, business experience and marital status as 

explained below; 

4.1.1 Gender 

From the study findings majority of SMEs (64%) were male and 36% of the SMEs 

were females as shown in Table 4.1 below. From this findings it is clearly that the 

number of male is greater than female. This findings is in line with Chinomona & 

Maziriri (2015) that societies still consider male as main source of income, whereas 

female are considered as the one who fulfill household responsibilities/duties as well 

as providing family care at home. Therefore, it is appropriate to indicate that female 

SME owners experience a “dual burden” daily. Similarly, Turton & Herrington 

(2012) noted that globally, men are more likely to pursue entrepreneurship than 

women. In the current study, a significant relationship was found between gender 

and perceived SMEs performance, which implies that gender made no significant 

difference with respect to any of the factors that could impact SMEs performance.  
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Table 4.1: Gender 

Response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

 
Male 32 64.0 64.0 64.0 
Female 18 36.0 36.0 100.0 
Total 50 100.0 100.0  

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 
4.1.2 Age 

It was necessary for this study to establish ages of the SMEs owners as reflected in 

Table 4.2 below indicate that, 26% of the SMEs owners aged between 18 to 30 years 

whereas 50% of SMEs owners aged between 31 to 43 years and 24% of the 

respondents aged between 44 years and above.  

From this findings it is clear that the study involved different age groups of SMEs 

owners. The study findings are almost similar to a study done in America by 

Muijanack et al (2003) that entrepreneurs age have positive relationship with SMEs 

performance for the business to make profits. 

Table 4.2: Age 

Response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 

 

18-30 years 13 26.0 26.0 26.0 
31-43 years 25 50.0 50.0 76.0 
44+  years 12 24.0 24.0 100.0 
Total 50 100.0 100.0  

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 
 
4.1.3 Education qualifications 

From the study findings as presented in Table 4.3 below, majority (54%) of SMEs 

had primary and secondary education level, 36% of SMEs had tertiary education and 

10% of SMEs had college and higher education. This findings is similar with Thapa 

(2007) found a positive association between education and the success of small 

businesses. 
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Table 4.3: Education qualifications 

Response Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

 

Tertiary education 19 38.0 38.0 38.0 
Primary and Secondary level 26 52.0 52.0 90.0 

College and higher Education 
level 5 10.0 10.0 100.0 

Total 50 100.0 100.0  

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 
	  

4.1.4 SMEs business experience  

Table 4.4 below shows that, majority (52%) of SMEs had been in operation for a 

period more than 6 years where as those that were operating between 1 to 5 years 

were 30% of the SMEs. In additional to that 18% of SMEs had operational 

experience less than 1 years. These results imply that all the surveyed SMEs had 

enough business experience to run their business.  

This finding confer with Kristiansen et al (2003) that the outcome indicated that the 

length of time an enterprise has been in operation was significantly related to the 

business success. However according to the study by Indarti and Langenberg (2004) 

length of time was not significantly related to business success.  

Table 4. 4: SMEs business experience  

Response Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

 

Less than one year 9 18.0 18.0 18.0 
1-5 Years 15 30.0 30.0 48.0 
6+ years 26 52.0 52.0 100.0 
Total 50 100.0 100.0  

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 
 
4.2 Regression Analysis 

In order to establish the relationship between independent variables (entrepreneur’s 

characteristics, SMEs characteristics and management experience) and the dependent 

variable (SMs performance) the study conducted regression analysis which involved, 

model summary, ANOVA and coefficient of correlation. 
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4.2.1 Entrepreneurs characteristics on SMEs performance 

As presented in Table 4.5 below the regression analysis output indicates that value of 

.314 which shows the modest positive relationship between SMEs entrepreneur’s 

characteristics and SMEs performance. Further, ANOVA results indicates that, 

combined entrepreneur’s characteristics (self-confidence, commitment and self-

determination, innovativeness and creativity and self-reliance) have a positive 

significant with SMEs performance as indicated in the model that (F=13.847; p=.00). 

This confirmed to some extent the assertion made by Adisa et al., (2016) stated that 

“entrepreneur’s characteristics like innovativeness may take several forms ranging 

from a willingness to try a new product line or experiment with a new advertising 

medium, to a focused effort to master the latest products or technological advances”. 

Moreover, the results show willingness to take risks, ability to overcome setbacks 

and ability to adopt business strategies have a positive significant relationship on 

SMEs performance with a coefficient values of .015, .027 and .014 respectively held 

others variables constant . This findings is in line with Bandura, (2007) that there are 

some aspects of what is commonly considered self-confidence, such as the belief to 

be able to carry on the actions necessary to achieve one's goal (self-efficacy) that 

influence SMEs performance.  

Similar findings indicated by Man et al (2002) later contended that SMEs being 

persistent associated committed to the task can enhance performance of the firm 

within the long run. In additional reinforce the concept that the fundamental role 

compete by the owner/manager is one amongst the main factors of SME 

aggressiveness attributable to the concentration of decision-making power of the 

businessperson in an SME surroundings, thereby moving the firm’s overall strategy”. 

Therefore, the extent of entrepreneurial endeavor commitment will be characterized 

because the passion needed for entrepreneurial business success. 

Others independent variables (ability to set goals and objective, luck nor fate, 

personal control, know customer requirement, ability to anticipate change) are 

insignificant of SMEs performance with a coefficient values of .630, .722, .892, .402 

and .705 respectively. Generally, in comparing the contribution of entrepreneur’s 
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characteristics on SMEs performance both willingness to take risks, ability to 

overcome setbacks and ability to adopt business strategies have positive beta values 

respectively.  

 
Table 4.5: Model Summary 

Mode
l 

R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the 
Estimate 

1 .991a .982 .911 2921863.762 

Source: Field data (2018) 
 
Table 4. 6: ANOVAa 

Model Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 94575636242
5879.000 8 11821954530

3234.880 13.847 .069b 

Residual 17074575681
819.703 2 85372878409

09.852 
  

Total 96283093810
7698.800 10    

Source: Field data, (2018) 

Table 4.7: Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 11012299.500 3865262.439  2.849 .104 

Ability to set goals and objective 492117.893 873073.790 .081 .564 .630 

Luck nor fate 277252.429 676280.050 .059 .410 .722 

Personal control  104172.429 676280.050 .017 .154 .892 

Willingness to take risk   7834173.714 956404.418 1.492 8.191 .015 

Ability to overcome setback 7422022.571 1234712.795 .912 6.011 .027 

Know customer requirement  -1301769.179 1234712.795 -.160 -1.054 .402 

Ability to anticipate change -417471.214 956404.418 -.051 -.437 .705 

Ability to adapt business strategies 8518700.000 1033034.840 1.047 -8.246 .014 

Source: Field data, (2018) 
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4.2.2 SMEs characteristics on SMEs performance 

The regression analysis output in Table 4.8 indicates that the R square=0.250 which 

shows that 25% of the difference in the dependent variable in all of the independent 

variables for this study. However, the analysis variance summary (ANOVA), 

indicate that the F statistic is at .334 which is 33.4% at a significant level of .802 as 

indicated in Table 4.9 below. This shows that thee statically significant relationship 

between the set of SMEs characteristics variables. The findings is in line with 

Furuholt and Wahid (2003) study that the outcome indicated that the length of time 

an enterprise has been in operation was significantly related to the business success. 

 

On the other hands, the regression results in Table 4.10 shows that the independent 

variables (firm years in business, initial capital and initial number of employees) has 

no significant values on dependent variable (SMEs performance) with a coefficient 

values of .460, .440, .502 respectively. This findings complement with Chimucheka 

(2012) that years of starting operations is not direct related to the SMEs performance. 

The results agree with studies by Mazzarol, (2014) that initial firm capital has a weak 

positive effect on SME performance. The findings also concur with Chiliya (2012) 

who revealed that number of employees can n not guarantee the improvement firm 

performance. This can be a result of lack of imaginative and innovative competencies 

required of SME employees are unknown. 

 

However, this the study findings is inversely from Adisa et al. (2014) that the more 

established an SME becomes by the years it spent in operation, the better its overall 

performance and market share slice. 

Table 4. 8: Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .354a .125 .250 10969634.510 

Source: Field Data, (2018) 
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Table 4. 9: ANOVAa 

Modal Sum of 
Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 12050076913
6371.330 3 40166923045

457.110 .334 .802b 

Residual 84233016897
1327.400 7 12033288128

1618.200 
  

Total 96283093810
7698.800 10    

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 
Table 4. 10: Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 23526161.0
95 30111550.350  .781 .460 

Firm years in business  
-

1941694.22
7 

2370009.522 -.368 -.819 .440 

Initial Capital  -2.291 3.234 -.276 -.708 .502 
Initial Number of 
Employees 

3362771.02
6 14778268.178 .103 .228 .827 

Source: Field data, (2018) 
 

4.4 Influence of management experience on SMEs performance 

From the regression output as shown in Table 4.11 below, the result indicates that 

management experience have a positive relationship with SMEs performance with 

the R-square value of 43.5% (.435). Further, ANOVA results show that, the 

combined influence of management experience on the dependent variable 

(performance) was statistically significant and the model is fit (F=44.2%). The same 

findings lamented by Afrifa, (2013) that managers with length experience have 

potential in managerial skills, experience and talent which is very vital for the growth 

and expansion of SMEs even though SMEs lack such talent. 

Additionally, according to the regression analysis output as established in Table 4.13, 

taking all independent variables (experience in business, prior working as a manager 

and management experience) have inversely on SMEs performance with a 

coefficient values of .984, .709 and .273 respectively. This therefore implies that the 

three independent variables has no significant on SMEs performance.  
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The same findings observed by Kamange et al. (2014) who disagree that prior 

working as a manager are not really instrumental for firm growth in the modern era 

of business performance and firm growth.  

 

Table 4. 11: Model Summary 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .167a .028 .435 3397514.035 

Source: Field data, (2018) 

 

Table 4. 12: ANOVAa 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 

Regression 15311325853632.129 3 5103775284544.043 .442 .724b 

Residual 530982674534170.800 4
6 11543101620308.060   

Total 546294000387802.940 4
9 

   

Source: Field data, (2018) 

 

Table 4. 13: Coefficientsa 

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients 

t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 

(Constant) 10396813.739 1857284.280  5.598 .000 
Experience in business  7702.596 392149.310 .003 .020 .984 
Prior working as a 
manager -584558.342 1556203.597 -.057 -.376 .709 

Management experience  1421731.758 1282495.992 .165 1.109 .273 

Source: Field data, (2018) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
	  

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

  
5.1 Introduction  

The current study aimed at examining examine factors affecting the performance of 

SMEs in Kinondoni Municipality. Using convenience sampling technique, 50 SMEs 

owners was selected as a study sample. This study employed primary and secondary 

data sources where questionnaires and documentary reviews were employed as the 

instruments. Quantitative data has been analysed through SPSS Version 20 and 

presented through frequency, percentages and tables. 

5.1 Summary of the findings 

This sections presents the summary of the study findings, conclusions then the 

recommendations followed: 

5.1.1 Descriptive analysis 

From the study findings majority of SMEs (64%) were male and 36% of the SMEs 

were females. From this findings it is clearly that the number of male is greater than 

female. This findings was in line with Chinomona & Maziriri (2015) that societies 

still think about male as main supply of financial gain, whereas feminine area unit 

expected to fulfil social unit duties and, additional significantly, to worry for the 

family. Therefore, it absolutely was applicable to point that feminine SME house 

owner’s expertise have a “dual burden” of responsibilities.   

Further, it was revealed that from the study, 26% of the SMEs owners aged between 

18 to 30 years whereas 50% of SMEs owners aged between 31 to 43 years and 24% 

of the respondents aged between 44 years and above. From the study findings it was 

clear that the study involved different age groups of SMEs owners. The study 

findings was virtually the same as a study drained America by Muijanack et al 

(2003) that determined that the optimum age for entrepreneurs was absolutely 

associated with the likelihood of the business creating higher profits. 
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Moreover, the study findings indicated that, majority (54%) of SMEs had primary 

and secondary education level, 36% of SMEs had tertiary education and 10% of 

SMEs had college and higher education. This findings was similar with Thapa (2007) 

found a positive association between education and therefore the success of little 

businesses. Additionally, majority (52%) of SMEs had been operative for an amount 

quite half dozen years wherever as those who were in operation between one to five 

years were half-hour of the SMEs. in conclusion eighteen of SMEs had operational 

expertise but one years. These results imply that each one the surveyed SMEs had 

enough business expertise to run their business. This finding given with Kristiansen 

et al (2003) that the end result indicated that the length of your time associate degree 

enterprise has been operative was considerably associated with the business success. 

5.1.2 Inferential analysis 

Entrepreneur’s characteristics on SMEs performance 

As presented in Table 4.5 below the regression analysis output indicates that value of 

.314 which shows the modest positive relationship between SMEs entrepreneur’s 

characteristics and SMEs performance. Further, ANOVA results indicates that, 

combined entrepreneur’s characteristics (self-confidence, commitment and self-

determination, innovativeness and creativity and self-reliance) have a positive 

significant with SMEs performance as indicated in the model that (F=13.847; p=.00). 

This confirmed to some extent the assertion made by Adisa et al., (2016) stated that 

“entrepreneur’s characteristics like innovativeness may take several forms ranging 

from a willingness to try a new product line or experiment with a new advertising 

medium, to a focused effort to master the latest products or technological advances”. 

Moreover, the results show willingness to take risks, ability to overcome setbacks 

and ability to adopt business strategies have a positive significant relationship on 

SMEs performance with a coefficient values of .015, .027 and .014 respectively held 

others variables constant . This findings is in line with Bandura, (2007) that there are 

some aspects of what is commonly considered self-confidence, such as the belief to 

be able to carry on the actions necessary to achieve one's goal (self-efficacy) that 

influence SMEs performance.  
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Similar findings indicated by Man et al (2002) later contended that SMEs being 

persistent associated committed to the task can enhance performance of the firm 

within the long run. In additional reinforce the concept that the fundamental role 

compete by the owner/manager is one amongst the main factors of SME 

aggressiveness attributable to the concentration of decision-making power of the 

businessperson in an SME surroundings, thereby moving the firm’s overall strategy”. 

Therefore, the extent of entrepreneurial endeavor commitment will be characterized 

because the passion needed for entrepreneurial business success. 

Others independent variables (ability to set goals and objective, luck nor fate, 

personal control, know customer requirement, ability to anticipate change) are 

insignificant of SMEs performance with a coefficient values of .630, .722, .892, .402 

and .705 respectively. Generally, in comparing the contribution of entrepreneur’s 

characteristics on SMEs performance both willingness to take risks, ability to 

overcome setbacks and ability to adopt business strategies have positive beta values 

respectively.  

 

SMEs characteristics on SMEs performance 

The regression analysis output in Table 4.8 indicates Table 4.8 indicates that the R 

square=0.250 which shows that 25% of the difference in the dependent variable in all 

of the independent variables for this study. However, the analysis variance summary 

(ANOVA), indicate that the F statistic is at .334 which is 33.4% at a significant level 

of .802 as indicated in Table 4.9 below. This shows that thee statically significant 

relationship between the set of SMEs characteristics variables. The findings is in line 

with Furuholt and Wahid (2003) study that the outcome indicated that the length of 

time an enterprise has been in operation was significantly related to the business 

success. 
 

On the other hands, the regression results in Table 4.10 shows that the independent 

variables (firm years in business, initial capital and initial number of employees) has 

no significant values on dependent variable (SMEs performance) with a coefficient 

values of .460, .440, .502 respectively. This findings complement with Chimucheka 

(2012) that years of starting operations is not direct related to the SMEs performance. 
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The results agree with studies by Mazzarol (2014) that initial firm capital has a weak 

positive effect on SME performance.  

The findings also concur with Chiliya (2012) who revealed that number of 

employees can n not guarantee the improvement firm performance. This can be a 

result of lack of imaginative and innovative competencies required of SME 

employees are unknown. However, this the study findings is inversely from Adisa et 

al. (2014) that the more established an SME becomes by the years it spent in 

operation, the better its overall performance and market share slice. 
 

Influence of management experience on SMEs performance 

From the regression output as shown in Table 4.11 below, the result indicates that 

management experience have a positive relationship with SMEs performance with 

the R-square value of 43.5% (.435). Further, ANOVA results show that, the 

combined influence of management experience on the dependent variable 

(performance) was statistically significant and the model is fit (F=44.2%). The same 

findings lamented by Afrifa (2013) that managers with length experience have 

potential in managerial skills, experience and talent which is very vital for the growth 

and expansion of SMEs even though SMEs lack such talent. 

Additionally, according to the regression analysis output as established in Table 4.13, 

taking all independent variables (experience in business, prior working as a manager 

and management experience) have inversely on SMEs performance with a 

coefficient values of .984, .709 and .273 respectively. This therefore implies that the 

three independent variables has no significant on SMEs performance. The same 

findings observed by Kamange et al. (2014) who disagree that prior working as a 

manager are not really instrumental for firm growth in the modern era of business 

performance and firm growth.  
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5.2 Conclusions 

5.2.1 Entrepreneur’s characteristics on SMEs performance 

The regression results showed that entrepreneurs characteristic that considered has 

positive influence on SMEs performance. Thus, entrepreneurs operating in 

Kinondoni Municipal Council needs to be very mindful of the risk they take in order 

to take their business to the next level. From the study findings, it can be concluded 

that entrepreneurs need to react more sharply to the moves and make strategies of 

their competition in order to maintain and increase their market share or share of 

shelve in the market. Further, entrepreneurs must avoid imitation of their 

service/product, that is, entrepreneurs need to develop and create new sophisticated 

ideas that will be difficult to imitate by adding unique features in all facets of the 

service or product business. 

 

5.2.2 SMEs characteristics on SMEs performance 

5.3 Recommendations 

Based on the study findings, it recommended that; 

Entrepreneurs should be motivated to enhance their entrepreneurship spirit which 

should start at a premature stage. This will promote the production of competent 

individuals who have mastered the art of entrepreneurship. For example 

entrepreneurship skills should be compulsory for all students in schools, if the 

government is to realize any benefits in the long run through successful SME growth. 
 

Since SMEs contributes the Tanzania economy, there is a need to increase the 

performance of the SME in order to attain maximum utility of this sector. The 

research findings highlighted that performance of SMEs was limited due to SMEs 

characteristics and other external variables. The government should formulate 

policies and strategies that fit SMEs unique and incorporate into their daily 

operations.  

The government ought to begin giving basic business and monetary management 

skills as this may modify the SMEs homeowners to form informed investment 

choices. As the result this may enhance their entrepreneurial skills that may modify 

them to acknowledge and exploit the obtainable business opportunities.  
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5.4 Implications of the study findings 

Some efforts should be put in place to improve SMEs performance through 

encouraging investment in knowledge and skills towards achieving SMEs objectives 

and goals. This could also allow SMEs to comply with the current technology in 

doing business as an important instrument towards raising the performance of SMEs. 

Furthermore, the results of this findings implies that SMEs training has a positive 

relationship with SMEs performance. Since through training broaden their skills and 

knowledge that increase their abilities and capacity in performing their duties within 

required standards which turn to increase SMEs performance. Moreover, the study 

findings have implications to government and other stakeholders in setting conducive 

environment for comfortability of SMEs in doing business which allow SMEs 

creativity and innovations of new ideas that can contribute on their business success.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I 

I am Lilian Isael, final year’s student at the Mzumbe University Dar es Campus. As 

part of the requirements for the award of the degree of Master of Business 

Administration in Cooperate Management (MBA-CM), I am undertaking a research 

on “The factors affecting Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) performance in 

Tanzania”.  

In this regard, I am kindly requesting for your support in terms of time on filling this 

questionnaires. Your accuracy and candid response will be critical in ensuring 

objective research. This is an academic research and confidentiality is emphasized.   

Thank you in advance   

Section A: Respondents profile 

1. What is your gender: ……………………………………. 

2. What is your age: ……………………………………….. 

3. What is your education level: …………………………… 

4. Years’ experience in business: …………………………. 
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Section B: Influence of Entrepreneurs characteristics on SMEs performance 

1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the 

following statements by selecting the appropriate level:  

1=Strongly Agree, 2=Agree, 3=Neutral, 4=Disagree, 5=Strongly Disagree  

Characteristics Statements 1 2 3 4 5 
Self-confidence  I have the ability to achieve my goals and 

set objectives  
     

My success or failure does not depend on 
luck nor fate 

     

I believe my personal control and 
influence will enable me achieve my 
goals 

     

Commitment 
and self 
determination 

I am driven by the wiliness to undertake 
personal sacrifices 

     

I am able to overcome setbacks when 
faced with challenges 

     

Innovativeness   I am decisive and very persistent in 
problem solving  

     

I have an ability to identify fresh and 
innovative approaches to existing 
situations 

     

know my customers and understand their 
requirements 

     

I anticipate change and perceive trends 
before they become apparent to others 

     

Creativity, self-
reliance and   

I always adapt my business strategies to 
the changing business environment 

     

I believe my achievement lies within my 
control and power 

     

I am open minded and a quick learner      
 

Section C: SMEs characteristics on SMEs performance 

2. For how long your firm has existed………………....? 

3. Indicate your initial capital …………………………………………. 

4. Indicate the initial number of employees when you started a 

business…………………… 
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Section D: Management Experience on SMEs performance  

5. For how long you have in business 

activities..........................................................? 

6. Do you have prior experience of working as a manager?  

a. Yes    ( ) 

b. No    ( ) 

7. For how long you have been working as a 

manager………………………………? 

8. Does the managerial skills you have impact your firm growth?	   

a. Yes    ( ) 

b. No    ( ) 

9. What is your current sales value profits values of your firm 

business……………………? 

 

 

“Thank you for your cooperation” 

 

 

	  


